
Example answers

If you have written the word with the incorrect spelling that does not count!





1.Study a word. You could do this underlining the tricky part of the word that you need to remember to spell accurately or by using a 

different part of the Spelling Wheel.

2.Say the word aloud a few times.

3.Cover up the word with a piece of paper or your hand.

4.Write the spelling next to the original word.

5.Check the original version to see if you have got it right. If you didn’t, repeat the process and use the 2nd attempt column.  Use all five 

columns if need be, repeating the five steps each time.
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Extension: My Workings Out Space





Reading -Session 3



Atmosphere

1. What was the atmosphere like at the start of the chapter and why? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

2. When did the atmosphere change and what happened in the story to signify 

this? 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

One of our Sandgate Values is equality. Does the King promote equality? Give 

some reasons for your answer.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

______________________ 



Atmosphere

1. What was the atmosphere like at the start of the chapter and why?  

Relaxed and calm because (either of the following):

The King is in a good mood as he is talking about his new cloak. 

The King seems amused by the tale of the fighting at first.  

When did the atmosphere change and what happened in the story to 

signify this? 

When The King was told of the children speaking disrespectfully about 

the crown because it says ‘the smile fading from his face’. 

One of our Sandgate Values is equality. Does the King promote 

equality? Give some reasons for your answer.

No. Various reasons: the King always has more food and a better 

quality of life than everyone.

He pushes everyone to work hard when he, himself, does not work 

hard.

Point for discussion: He is King so is it right that there is this 

imbalance?



Remember to check 

your toolkit to make 

sure you have included 

some of the features 

we know make for 

punchy persuasion!
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Session 4 – Percentage of amounts
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Spellings



Spellings



Reading -Session 4







Discuss

What do you think of the 

King’s actions? Do you think 
they are coming from the 

right place?



King Fred the Fearless Daisy

Create a character profile 

for each character. 

What are they like (what 

is your impression of 

them) and why?



You are on your own shopping 

channel, like the first video!

You are going to create a sketch 

where you are selling your new and 

amazing product to the viewers –
each other!

Use your plan from yesterday to help 

you think of what you want to say and 

make some notes on this page if you 

need to. You might even be able to 

use some of what you say today in 

your future piece of writing!

It’s time to become confident with your gadgets!

Use this space to make some notes on what you might like to say. Remember to go back and 

look at your plans from yesterday for ideas. Your advert should run in the same order as your 

boxing up for maximum impact. 
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Friday

Pie Charts with 

Percentages



Warm Up:

Calculate these percentages of quantities.

Find 25% of:

60 84 56 168

Find 10% of:

70 150 690 125

Find 5% of:

20 140 280 360



Calculate these percentages of quantities.

Find 25% of:

60

15

84  

21

56  

14

168 

42

Find 10% of:

70 

7

150  

15

690  

69

125  

12.5

Find 5% of:

20  

1

140  

7

280  

14

360  

18



60 children voted for their favourite colour. 
Here are the results:

How many voted for red?

Remember, the entire 

circle represents the 

whole!

Instead of it being a bar, 

it is now a circle!

So in this case, the 

whole is 60 and you 

want to find 15% of 60.
What are 

the traps?



60 children voted for their favourite colour. 
Here are the results:

How many voted for red?

9



200 children were asked how many siblings they have. 
Here are the results:

How many more children have two siblings than three?

What are 

the traps?



200 children were asked how many siblings they have. 
Here are the results:

How many more children have two siblings than three?

30



120 people were asked their age. 
Here are the results:

How many were in each age bracket?



120 people were asked their age. 
Here are the results:

How many were in each age bracket?

17 or under – 54, 18 to 25 – 48, 26 to 40 – 6, 41 to 60 – 6, Over 60 – 6 



If 30 people chose Friday, how many chose Thursday?



If 30 people chose Friday, how many chose Thursday?

80



Children were asked what pets they have. This was the result:

10 children have a hamster.

Use this information to help you convert the pie chart into a table.



Children were asked what pets they have. This was the result:

10 children have a hamster.

Use this information to help you convert the pie chart into a table.

Cat 60

Dog 70

Rabbit 10

Hamster 10

None 50



Lisa is reading a pie chart about the favourite 
film genres of 60 children.

She says, 

Is she right? Explain how you know.

Lisa

The same people 

chose drama, action 

and romance.



Lisa is reading a pie chart about the favourite 
film genres of 60 children.

She says, 

Is she right? Explain how you know. Lisa is not correct because…

Lisa

The same people 

chose drama, action 

and romance.



Lisa is reading a pie chart about the favourite 

film genres of 60 children.

She says, 

Is she right? Explain how you know. Lisa is not correct because the 
pie chart tells us the number of different people who voted for their 

favourite film genres. The numbers are the same, not the people. 

Lisa

The same people 

chose drama, action 

and romance.



What information can you get from this pie chart?

What does it not tell you?



What information can you get from this pie chart?

What does it not tell you?

You can tell that…
You cannot tell…



What information can you get from this pie chart?

What does it not tell you?

You can tell that the same amount of people chose art and science. 

You cannot tell how many chose any subject because the chart 
doesn’t give any information on how many people were asked.







Reading
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Why does the 

King’s eyes wander 
to the clock?
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Arithmetic 1 
a) 8640.07
b) 8865.90
c) 13117.48
d) 12238.36
e) 7179.98
f) 17247.85
g) 6064.85
h) 12868.89
i) 13559.39

Arithmetic 2
a) 1735.80
b) 5694.59
c) 6547.02
d) 6146.50
e) 4645.90
f) 823.17
g) 141.22
h) 4380.71

Arithmetic 3
a) 782.78
b) 11955.54
c) 3321.69
d) 7712.72
e) 3392.52
f) 5700.80
g) 14457.58
h) 13250.30
i) 3017.11

Arithmetic 4
a) 649.95
b) 3174.54
c) 2786.9
d) 1081.7
e) 197.09
f) 5023.07
g) 7066.44
h) 5532.82
i) 400.38

Arithmetic 5
a) 434.729
b) 7910.454
c) 6219.7
d) 190.3
e) 3120.4
f) 8377.694
g) 3350.173
h) 1724.87
i) 642.302

Arithmetic Answers

j) 10615.95
k) 6089.40
l) 11228.55
m) 10222.68
n) 4730.48
o) 11018.59
p) 9345.34
q) 12876.88
r) 11023.42

j) 1973.23
k) 12754.78
l) 11828.28
m) 10987.02
n) 334.37
o) 17362.34
p) 11572.71
q) 9589.50
r) 4496.53

i) 5566.04
j) 5026.26
k) 1669.06
l) 303.67
m) 3144.86
n) 6758.38
o) 2539.39
p) 1686.87

s) 7142.23
t) 9889.64
u) 3293.31
v) 74.17
w) 768.57
x) 190.17
y) 5341.60

s) 15228.35
t) 16682.26
u) 14367.09
v) 10012.39
w) 17366.12
x) 6607.40
y) 12695.74

q) 1.55
r) 1087.57
s) 1560.10
t) 431.40
u) 3788.79
v) 2434.92
w) 1760.89
x) 2077.03
y) 1492.27

j) 2517.5
k) 59.91
l) 2675.65
m) 6025.57
n) 116.6
o) 9903.8
p) 5970.1
q) 838.08
r) 560.3

s) 9547.2
t) 8759.4
u) 515.32
v) 7681.03
w) 3888.34
x) 7858.06

j) 2329.85
k) 722.97
l) 3965.144
m) 2509.82
n) 5029.2
o) 6547.9
p) 375.1
q) 91.35
r) 4767.907

s) 745.86
t) 664.8
u) 169.36
v) 640.5
w) 423.51
x) 116.239


